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Lava Flow

Kolamu —The Road Ahead
Aloha Big Island PCA members!
My name is Michael Maston and I am
your new webmaster and LAVA FLOW
editor starting with this edition. I’d like to
thank Andreas for all the fantastic work
he’s done to get the web site and newsletter off the ground and to such a professional level. Our club was very fortunate to have him contribute his skills
and talents, even as he sat in the cold in
Canada while we were driving in the
warm Hawaii sun.

Michael Maston
EDITOR/WEBMASTER
webmaster@bih.pca.org

COVER PAGE : Treffen at the Greenbrier,
Sept 2021
Photo by Vu Nguyen

land during that time did not have a lot
of sympathy for me.
Prior to retiring here, I was at Microsoft
for over 20 years, starting in Windows,
working on the Xbox consoles for years
and finally spending time running our
consumer electronics manufacturing
engineering team. It was a fantastic job
and I loved how I was involved in things
that impacted so many people.
I bought my silver 2007 Boxster S along
the way as a reward to myself for reaching a career milestone . I managed to
wrangle the WA l i cens e pla te
“XBOXSTR”, the name stuck and drew
some attention at times. I even had a
minivan chasing me on an open dry desert highway in Eastern Washington one
day because they were trying to get a
picture of my plate at 90mph. Only
when she acts up will I refer to her as
“Eleanor” (ask me at an outing if you
want to hear some stories!).

I must say taking on a role that someone
else has already been doing for a while
is always a challenge. Now having that
previous person be award-winning in
what they did makes it down right terrifying, especially for a guy that failed stick
figure drawing in kindergarten. Still I
enjoy a challenge and where my artistic
abilities are not quite world-class, my
technical skills will hopefully see me
through. Your patience and support is
always appreciated. Your picture and
I really appreciate the opportunity to give
story contributions will be even more
back to the club by managing the web
appreciated!
site and newsletter. I hope to maintain
I just recently joined PCA and the Big the fine traditions that they both have
Island region in particular. After a cou- had to date. Your pictures and story
ple of outings I knew this was the right contributions will go a long way to help
club and group of people for me. Every- me do so. This is your club so if you
one was very welcoming and friendly have something cool to contribute, send
right off the bat and that comes from it in and share it with the rest of the
great leadership and a fantastic mem- membership!
bership in my opinion.
I look forward to the road ahead with all
I have been coming to the islands most of you. We are all truly fortunate to be
of my life but started spending most of enjoying our Porsches in paradise.
my time here about six months before
Vielen Dank und alles Gute!
Covid-19 hit the world, living at my place
on the Kohala Coast. What better place
is there to ride out a pandemic than the
Michael
beautiful islands of Hawaii? I haven’t
regretted my choice yet. As you might
Editor and Webmaster
expect, my friends stuck on the main-
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President

President’s Garage
Happy New Year!
As we approach the start of our
4th year as a Region of the Porsche Club of America, we have
much both to celebrate and to be
thankful for.
Our club continues to grow both
locally and nationally with nearly
160 Members in our island group
and over 140,000 in 147 Regions
across the country! We are Region
#144, chartered February 5, 2018.
Our Zone, #11, has about 700
members in Hawaii and Alaska.
We have grown from our initial 35
Primary Members to just over 100
total Members in our first, Charter
year, on our way to 200 members
in the foreseeable future. All this
without a dealer on the island,
though the Dealer, Porsche Hawaii,
on Oahu, sends service crews over
here regularly for warranty work.
Though much has changed, much
has stayed the same. We live in a
beautiful place with good roads
and incredible vistas that we can
never take for granted. There are
new activities and club events to
contemplate in the near future as
we mature as a Region. Tech sessions. Concourse. Time, Distance,
Speed competitions. Other gatherings and opportunities to fulfill our
mission to be a charitable organization with the good of the community in mind. We raised another

$3,500 to The Food Basket this
year, almost $4,000 last year, and
continue to look for ways to help
others in our island community.
Good job, BIH PCA!
This month we will have our New
Year’s Cruise on Saturday, January
8th, and on February 12th we will
have our 7th Annual Sweetheart
Run, when tradition dictates that
every lady gets a rose! Lots to look
forward to in the coming year.
Hopefully there will be fewer restrictions to gathering and we can
resume our more normal, social
activities, because that’s who we
are, a social club of Porsche owners.
Keep in mind that our Driving
Tours, our principal activity as a
club, takes place on the second
Saturday of each month, excepting
October, where we delay by a week
to avoid Ironman crowds on the
second Saturday.
Stay safe, may your Porsche always start and stop as you will it
to, and enjoy the ride! We live in a
special place!■

Aloha and A Hui Ho!
Until the next time!
Gunner Mench, President
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Leo Dodier, Treasurer
treasurer@bih.pca.org

IT’S NOT JUST THE CARS,
IT’S THE PEOPLE
Bill Hughes
Board Member

Dr. Mark Senft, Vice President
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Dr. Margaret Meyer, Secretary
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PCA BIH, P.O. Box 6050, Kamuela, HI 96743
Physical address
Harbor Gallery, 61-3665 Akoni Pule Highway,
Kamuela, HI 96743

Email: general@bih.pca.org
webpage: bih.pca.org

memberatlarge@bih.pca.org

Robert Wall

Board Member
Safety Chair
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Porsche Hawaii
Porsche Hawaii
730 Ala Moana Blvd,
Porsche Centre
Winnipeg –660 Pembina Highway,
Honolulu,
HI 96813,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3M 2M5
Main: (808) 354-0003
Phone: 204.284.7521
Service:
(808) 670-1584
Fax: 204.284.0390
Parts:
(808)
518-4905
www.winnipeg.porschedealer.com
www.porschehawaii.com

Sales Hours
Sales
Hours
Monday - Tuesday : 8:00AM - 9:00PM
Monday
Friday
:
8:30AM
6:00PM
Wednesday - Friday : 8:00AM - 6:00PM
Saturday
: 9:00AM- -5:00PM
5:00PM
Saturday
: 9:00AM
Service Hours
Service
Hours
Monday - Friday : 7:30AM - 4:30PM
Monday - Friday : 7:30AMParts
- 5:30PM
Hours
Monday - Friday : 8:00AM - 5:00PM
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calendar

January 22, 2022

New Years Run

February 12, 2022

Sweetheart Tour

March 12, 2022

Porsche Club Food Drive


bih.pca.org/calendar/
Please Note: As a member of the PCA you can travel to any PCA Region in the country and participate in their events!

History of Zone 11

1969, the PCA regions were subdivided into eight geographical zones and grow to 14 zones in 2020. In 2010
Zone 11 was left just Hawaii and Alaska as the two remaining regions in the Zone. In 2018 Big Island Hawaii Region was chartered adding the third region to Zone 11.

A more detail Zone history click here

Other Zone Regions : Hawaii Region & Alaska Region

Porsche OWNERSHIP
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The dream of an affordable 911 isn’t dead … but
you need to check your prejudices at the door
by Rob Sass, Hagerty Media - Photo by Porsche AG

he question that I’ve been asked most
frequently in late 2021 is, “Are there any
bargains left in the air-cooled 911
world?” In a word, “no.” The air-cooled
911 market may or may not be its alltime high, and if you simply must dive in,
all I can do is give you a few pointers on
where to find cars that are maybe less
obscenely priced than the market superstars.

laundry list of costly deferred maintenance or—in the case of the really cheap
cars—outright restoration. An occasional
well-priced Tiptronic 964 or 993 coupe
might hit the market, but the two-pedal
discount isn’t as great as you might expect. Even the long-undesirable 1976
912E, a car that’s essentially a narrowfender G-body 911 coupe with an 86-hp
flat-four pulled from a Volkswagen station wagon, trades for $35,000 at the
Unlike in the Porsche 356 world, coupes
moment.
are the preferred body style for the 911—
though the delta between 911 Targas So, what’s an air-cooled 911 enthusiast
of normal means to do?
A tolerance for high miles might just be
your ace-in-the-hole. If you’re willing to
buy a car with earth-to-moon mileage
under its wheels—think 200,000 miles—
you could get lucky and snag a 911 SC
coupe in the high $30,000 or low
$40,000 range. Of course, there’s nothing inherently wrong with this proposition; the 911 SC and following 3.2-liter
Carrera are heirloom quality cars built to
outlive you.
and coupes is narrowing. A year ago, it
was possible to find a decent 911 SC
coupe for under $40,000. Today, that’s
nearly impossible. Sure, you could troll
the website of a certain high-volume, Los
Angeles-based classic dealer, but trust
me, there are people waiting for the delivery trucks to pull up at that place, and
anything close to a good car that rolls off
the trailer gets snapped up before it hits
the website.
Any coupe that can be had under
$40,000 these days is likely to need of a

One of the best and most trouble-free
911s I’ve owned was a 1982 911 SC
coupe that I bought in Northern California during Pebble Beach Car Week for
just $12,800. At the time, the odometer
showed 195,000 miles, but the car could
have visually and mechanically passed
for around 50,000 miles if you didn’t
peak at the triple-digit odo. I put another
15,000 miles on it doing nothing more
than a valve adjustment, oil changes,
and adding a quart every 2,500 miles or
so. A careful pre-purchase inspection
(PPI)—a great idea for any old car—is especially important with those kind of
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The other avenue to aircooled 911 ownership at less
than eye-watering prices is to
find a 911 cabriolet. Contrary
to the collector car world’s
maxim of “when the top goes
down, the price goes up,” 911
cabs are partially shunned by
some enthusiasts. I have a
few theories on this: First, younger enthusiasts just don’t have the same soft
spot for convertibles that baby boomers
do. Collectors born after 1965 own
some 43 percent of the 911 coupes
Hagerty insures but only 34 percent of
the convertibles.

an air-cooled-six whirring just behind
your right ear. The cab discount is pretty
steep at the moment. A nice, driverquality 1983 SC coupe wearing about
150,000 miles might carry an asking
price of around $48,000; a contemporary SC cab can be had for some
Also, many view drop-tops as visually
$10,000 less.
challenged and less capable than their
fixed-roof siblings—and there’s some The coupe/cab delta can become even
truth to that. The soft-tops on air-cooled greater when you get into the later 3.2
911 cabriolets don’t exactly fold out of Carrera, 964, and 993 generations. The
sight, and the torsional rigidity doesn’t latter two were also available with the
match that of a closed car. Not ideal for Tiptronic automatic transmission as opthe track rat. For those looking to cruise posed to the manual-only 3.2 Carrera,
rather than carve, though, it’s tough to and as the clunky-ish Tip is no contendbeat an open-air, sunny weekend with er to Porsche’s Continued on page 14

Porsche OWNERSHIP

miles.
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Our Mission
ty in a respectful and proactive manner. Additionally, the Club is committed to integrate and interact respectfully with those communities that we
visit, trying to approach them in an
open and informal way. We want the
communities to enjoy the presence
of the Club wherever we go. The Big
Island Hawaii Region of the Porsche
Club of America also carries
out awareness actions
among its associates in order to inculcate a prudent
use of its vehicles and the
unrestricted respect of the
traffic regulations.

Our Mission

The purpose of the Club is to bring
together drivers of Porsche vehicles.
Club membership will promote camaraderie among its members, provide information on brand vehicles,
and organize recreational meetings,
events, and excursions. In the past
two years, the Club has developed
many activities for its members.
Highly recognized events include
our Annual Sweet Heart Drive and
the OktoberFest event. Recreational
outings are designed to get to know
our Island and strengthen the links
among Porsche car users and to
promote camaraderie among the
members.
The club continues to provide its
partners high-quality services by
generating events that satisfy without exception by respecting the tradition and prestige of the brand and
Porsche products while interacting
with related clubs and the communi-
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PCA—MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Panorama – the award-winning monthly club magazine, delivered to every member in
the mail. Not available on newsstands.

• Bi-Yearly PCA Member Raffles (Fall 2020 – first 8500 tickets sold (US$50/ea.) = 1
new Porsche 911 Targa 4S plus $25000 cash, next 4500 = 2-Targa and so on. – 7
Cars for the 2020 Fall Raffle where handed out in Feb 2021)

• Monthly meetings with other Porsche enthusiasts.
• Enjoy 10% OFF one order with Pelican Parts
• Social and driving events. (see Past Events)
• Helpful advice and parts sources.
• Full access to the PCA knowledge database
• Full access to the PCA main page
• Free car valuations.
• Annual Porsche Parade
• Bi-monthly regional newsletters
One Club covering the USA and Canada
Fourteen Zones (we are in Zone 11)
146 Regions (“Big Island Hawaii” formed in 2018)
77,000+ Porsche households and over 130,000+ members
Millions of admirers

Anywhere you travel, you are part of the Porsche Family. Even if you travel overseas, Europe, Australia or Asia, you are part of the worldwide Porsche Club family.
The cost? PCA membership is available in three payment options (2021):

•

•

1 year….. US$46

•

2 years… US$90

3 years… US$132 (best deal)

No Extra cost for the region membership

If you see someone with a Porsche, ask
him/her if he or she is a PCA member.

Membership

•

Porsche OWNERSHIP
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Continued from page 9

modern dual-clutch
PDK, all Tiptronic cars see a substantial
discount over a car equipped with a manual. If there’s anything that could be remotely considered a bargain in the aircooled 911 world, it’s likely to be a 964
Tiptronic cabriolet.

“cheap,” as even these 1969 cars are
quite pricey now. The cheapest ones tend
to be either rusty or wear poor crash or
rust repairs, and despite the smaller,
less-complex engine, it’s a myth that it’s
any cheaper to rebuild or service than an
equivalent 911’s flat-six.

Why no mention of earlier cars? Simple—
there are no deals to be had. When it
comes to the 1964-1973 long-hood generation of 911s, even rusty project cars
are frightfully expensive. The same holds
for less desirable mid-year impactbumper cars (1974–77). The pre-1976
cars also suffer from the same infamous
rust issues that plagued early long hoods
and are also burdened with the notoriously troublesome 2.7-liter engine family.
So, if you happen to spot a “deal,” be
very suspicious. Unless there is extensive
documentation of corrective work from a
reputable shop, consider it to be a grenade with a pulled pin.

That 1976-only 912E is a different animal altogether. Rebuilds for its Type 4
VW engine can clock in at less than fivefigures; despite its low 86-hp output, it’s
torquey and relatively reliable. The 912E
isn’t a bad car, and it’s got a bundle of
ingredients Porsche fans love; many of
the 2099 built were ordered in bright
’70s colors, and almost all came with the
bright window trim and door handles that
vintage Porsche fans like. As such, the
cars that were $25,000 a few years ago
are now about $10,000 more expensive.

The 912 and later 912E bear some mentioning. Of the original 356-engined
912s, the 1969 model is the most likely
to be found at an affordable price. It’s the
only year of the 912 with the longer
wheelbase that all 911s got from 1969
on, and collectors find them slightly less
charming than the earlier cars. Still,
“more affordable” does not equal

Perhaps the most frustrating thing about
current valuation trends is how nobody
seems to know where the market is
headed. I suppose you could wait for a
correction, but nobody knows when and if
that will happen, and how sharp of a correction it will be. One thing is certain
though—any air-cooled Porsche is a perennially desirable car, with built-in multigenerational appeal. It’s a seller’s market, through and through.■
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The people – and thinking – behind the Boxster
Reprint from Porsche Newsroom

Out of the crisis with a brilliant
idea. The Porsche Boxster concept resulted from a change in
strategy – 25 years on it remains
one of the company’s.

tive Board for Research and Development,
was one of those involved in the realignment, alongside Wendelin Wiedeking, at that
time still Member of the Executive Board for
Production and Materials Management, and
Dieter Laxy, Member of the Executive Board
for Sales.

In 1948, the first Porsche 356 “No. 1” Roadster – the car that defined the beginnings of
the Porsche brand – featured the midengine, and in the 1950s the same layout
was chosen for the 550 and 718 racing cars.
Now, Porsche is marking 25 years of the
mid-engined Porsche Boxster.

"The idea was to create an additional product line from the vehicle concept and components of a new 911 to guarantee clear identification of the car as a Porsche."

The early 1990s were a very difficult period
for Porsche AG economically. Declining sales
figures – partly due to the fall in value of the
US dollar – and the excessively high production costs of the company’s four technically
very independent product lines, the 911,
944, 968 and 928, meant that the sports
car manufacturer was in serious trouble. It
even became a takeover target for large car
manufacturers. But the introduction of the
completely newly developed Porsche Boxster
in 1996 marked a turning point in the company’s fortunes. The agile, mid-engine roadster not only opened up a new market segment for Porsche, but also attracted a significantly younger customer group, thanks to
price positioning below the established 911.
But the concept for a
two-seater,
mid-engine
roadster was
only part of a
new strategy
introduced
by a new
generation
of the management
board in
1991. Horst
Marchart,
Member of
the Execu-

-Horst Marchart
“We did not believe that the four-seater Type
989 being developed at the time would rescue us from our difficult financial situation
as the expected sales figures would be too
low for the company and the dealer organization, and the vehicle would also not allow
any common parts with the 911 model series because it was an independent product
line,” says Marchart, remembering the
presentation to the shareholders. “The idea
was to create an additional product line from
the vehicle concept and components of a
new 911. It was to be a two-seater with a
front end close to that of the 911 to guarantee clear identification of the car as a Porsche. In addition, the new car should cost
around 70,000 marks and also appeal to
younger customers. My concept was accepted.”
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likimaka!
PCA events
by Gunner Mench

October Fest Tour
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Big Island Hawaii Christmas Party & Tour
with the trophy heads of bison, elk and
deer, among others, mostly from his family’s ranch in Montana, some over 150
years old! After an uphill drive of over 5
miles on a well paved road perfect for
cruising your Porsche!

Members gathered early at 9 at the Gateway Center for NELHA, the Natural Energy
Lab of Hawaii, and headed into town,
down Ali’i Drive and along the coastline
until stopping for a break at the Keauhou
Shopping Center to stretch our legs. We
continued down the entire length of Ali’i
down to the Napo’opo’o cut-off, then
headed mauka and through
coffee country along the Old
Mamalahoa Highway, passing
coffee farms and quaint villages along the way. Once back to
Palani Road, we headed down
to the Old Kona Airport where
we finished our run. About 8 of
us went over to Kona Brewing
afterwards and had a nice
lunch on our own, keeping in
mind that we had to get to
Pauuilo for the Christmas Party!

Everyone brought something for the pot
luck dinner. There were over 30 people in
attendance, far fewer than the 60+ we
had before Covid cancelled our gatherings, but with relaxed rules this was a
wonderful group of Porsche friends.
There was an open bar, and Cayenne
was our bartender. Yes, like the Porsche!
After the first hour of socializing from 5 to
6 everyone dove into dinner and prepared for Santa’s arrival around 7 when
he entered and sat around the tree with
his helper elf and distributed presents to
all the members. There was a gift exchange, and everyone who brought a gift
under $20 received a gift, and no one
went empty handed! Porsche Hawaii donated some hats and after sale calendars as gifts.
Santa announced the new officers for
2022-23. Gunner Mench for President,
Mark Senft Vice President, Leo Dodier is
Treasurer and Margaret Meyer is our Secretary.
After Santa left, there was more time to
enjoy the Porsche Logo cake and sing
along with David as he played classic
rock songs on his baby grand piano and
everyone was filled with the holiday spirit!
David offered his ranch for next year as
well if the club can’t find something closer to where most of our members live.
Hopefully next year we won’t have any
Covid restrictions at all.

The Christmas Party was held
at the 3,000 foot elevation on Hau’oli Makahiki Hou to all as we enter
the slopes of Mauna Kea in the new year! ■
Paauilo, Mauka at the sprawling ranch of David Lema, in a
Aloha,
small ranch house of 6,000
square feet with garages,
Gunner
decks and fireplaces, adorned
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Pelican Technical Article:

Replacing Porsche 911 Carrera Brake Pads

DYI Tips

Pelican Staff

Porsche 996 Carrera (1999-05)
Porsche 996 Carrera 4 (1999-04)
Porsche 996 Carrera 4S (2002-05)
Porsche 997 Carrera (2005-08)
Porsche 997 Carrera 4 (2006-08)
Porsche 997 Carrera 4S (2006-08)
Porsche 997 Carrera S (2005-08)
Replacing your brake pads is one of the
easiest jobs to perform on your 911. In
general, you should inspect your brake
pads about every 10,000 miles and replace them if the material lining of the
pad is worn down enough to trigger the
pad replacement sensor. In reality, most
people don't inspect their pads very often and usually wait until they see the
little brake-warning lamp appear on the
dashboard. It's a wise idea to replace
the pads and inspect your discs as soon
as you see that warning lamp go on.

also shows the wheel speed sensor and
plug (red arrow and purple arrow), which
is used with the anti-lock braking system
(ABS)
To remove the old pads, pull out the
small pin retainers (blue arrow, inset),
and tap out the retaining pins (green
arrow) with a screwdriver and a small
hammer. They should slide out pretty
easily, as there is usually no load on
them. If there is much difficulty encountered during the removal process, then
tap on the pads slightly to remove pressure from the pins. The yellow points to
the electrical cable clip for the brake
pad sensor.

Pulling out the pads usually involves the
use of a screwdriver for leverage. The
pads are loose in the caliper, but it's a
pretty tight fit, and there is usually lots
of dust and debris in the caliper. Wiggle
the pads back and forth in order to pry
them free. If there is an anti squeal
The steps to follow as shown in the picshim (aka: vibration dampener) installed
tures are:
on the pads they can stick to the caliper
Grab the brake pad sensor (yellow and piston. If your pads are well worn there
green arrow) with
a pair of needlenose pliers. If
your brake sensors
activated
the lamp on your
dashboard, they
should be replaced with new
ones. Disconnect
the sensor, and
plug in the new
one, the plug for
the sensor is located in the top of the should be enough room to lever the
wheel well (orange arrow). This photo shim off the pad while it is still in the
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Although these parts usually can be reused, some people prefer to install new
retainer kits. The kits include two new
retainer springs, four pin clips, and four
pins that are used to hold the pads into

Don't forget to reinstall the small retaining
clips for the pad retaining pins. The completed assembly should be carefully tested before you do any performance driving. Brake
pads can also take several hundred miles to
fully break themselves in. Exercise care when
driving with brand new brake pads.■

www.pelicanparts.com/Porsche/techarticles/

DYI Tips

caliper. If there is not enough room to the caliper. We recommend replacing the
you will have to remove the caliper. anti squeal shim vibration dampeners
Please see our article on replacing your when replacing the brake pads.
brake disks on how to perform this task.
When you are ready to install the pads
back into the caliper, use a (caliper retraction tool, see video, in a perfect
world or...) wooden or plastic handle to
push back the caliper pistons. Don't use
a screwdriver, as you might damage
some of the piston seals. Keep your eye
on the fluid level in the master cylinder
reservoir it can overflow when you push
back on the pistons.
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PCA Event

Lava Flow

November Tour
November 13, 2021
Around 10 o’clock the club gathered in Waikoloa Village under sunny conditions with perfect weather and headed up
from the village into Waimea, gathering behind the Parker
Ranch Center for a break before continuing through town,
pausing in front of the Hawaii Preparatory Academy to reassemble. Once gathered, we headed North on the Upper Kohala Mountain Road along the winding road and mountain
pastures to Hawi, where we turned back South on the Akoni
Pule Highway, pausing again at Harbor Gallery in Kawaihae,
which carries all the logo items for the club. The final leg of the
tour took us to Queen’s Marketplace, where about a dozen of
us gathered for lunch at the Bistro at the movie theater.

Our General Membership Meeting took place later that
afternoon with a ZOOM call starting around 4 and lasting
about a half hour. The past year’s activities were reviewed
along with the financial condition of the club and plans for
the upcoming year. Votes for the Officers for the next 2
years were closed and the results to be announced at the
December Christmas Party. ■

by Gunner Mench
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now on-line
No minimum order required. All prices are in US$ and
items can be shipped via USPS, UPS or Fedex.
We will add more items as the year goes on, please stay
tune.

Buy @ bih.pca.org/shop

Club Apperal

CLUB Merchandise is

Now with USPS shipping option

Buy Logo t-shirts, pins, patches, badges, key fobs through Harbor Gallery. All proceeds go to our club.

